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Response Paper by SLU writer

In her New York Times article, “Wander the Halls, Say Hello: A

New Approach to School Safety”, Shapiro shares how the

Administration and police department have decided to combat the issue

of violence within New York City’s public schools. Largely in response

to the student that was stabbed to death in a Bronx classroom last year, a

new pilot program has been instituted that aims to prevent incidents like

that in the future and lower safety incident occurrences overall. The plan

calls for 63 school safety agents working in the 30 selected schools in the

Bronx to increase their current job responsibilities. School safety agents

will be tasked with implementing this alternative approach under the new

title of school coordination agent. As per the article, coordination agents

will be required to move from the front desks they are normally stationed

to and walk the halls in search of wandering students, talk to principals

about ongoing and potential issues between students and say good

morning to students every day. These additions to their job description are

intended to shift their image and function as well as help build trusting

relationships with students and the social service resources that can help in

the event of conflict; essentially mimicking the roles neighborhood

coordination officers (beat cops assigned to the same area/neighborhood

for an extended period instead floating around) are tasked with on the

street.
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Though the issue of security within schools, especially those that

are majority Black and Latino, has raised many concerns amongst students

and parents alike, the City obviously feels that this method can be

successful. Others like, Donna Lieberman, executive director the New

York Civil Liberties Union, question whether a more worthwhile

investment might consist of adding more teachers, guidance counselors

and social workers into schools instead of more security. With proper

training, the hope is that coordination agents will be better equipped to

handle the many issues they come across. The impact of their presence

and this new approach remains to be seen.

Much of what this article highlights are how race, class and

politics dictate how decisions are made and services are rendered to the

public. This pilot program illustrates many of the issues that

plague the city’s ability to effectively deliver services and address issues.

Under the guise of preventing violence in schools and in response to the

student tragedy last year, the decision was made to change security

techniques rather than create long term fixes that truly address the

problems which lead to the incidents in the first place. Unfortunately, this

has been the government’s answer since the very early stages of public

service delivery as described in Katz’s In the Shadow of the

Poorhouse. In his analysis of poorhouses and outdoor relief, he posits that

“it proved easier to eliminate or reduce relief than to remove the reasons
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that made people ask for help…” (pg. 38). Thus, providing solutions for

famine, disease, little to no employment and the sub-standard living

conditions that led to people being stuck in poverty was and

still is too big of a lift; conversely, providing just enough support to keep

people alive was and is something more attainable. Similarly, utilizing

precious funding on security to prevent an end result of violence does

nothing to address the factors that contribute to it. Instituting this pilot

ignores the social, emotional and learning needs of the students

within those buildings and appears to be more of a disservice to them then

a benefit.

Surface level analysis of the statistics provided in the article,

which compare the number of safety incidents in South Bronx schools

versus those in the West Village and Chelsea, might indicate that more

security is the answer. However, those raw numbers do not

account for the socio-economic differences, needs and dynamics of the

people and neighborhoods that inhabit those areas.  Thus, it is

hard to believe that in the predominately Black and Latino South Bronx

communities where this pilot will be deployed race and class were not

factors in the decision-making process. Though the act of broadening the

job responsibilities of school safety agents is not inherently racist or

classist, ignoring the more prominent needs of this demographic in favor
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of doing something that is more attainable is - which is something we

have seen plenty of over time.

Additionally, in response to violence in particular, the city tends to

lean towards resolutions that are more publicly visible. Having the ability

to hold a press conference at the end of the school year and boast that

safety incidents went down in these specific schools would be a big

accomplishment for the Mayor and police commissioner and would be

viewed as a success in the public’s eye. The politics of serving the poor

and in this case keeping students safe in school means that public

opinion will sway what and how services are implemented.

Overall, I feel this pilot misses the mark on delivering

the most appropriate services to high school students in the South Bronx.

Better analysis of the overall needs of students and the contributing factors

that truly drive acts of violence could have led to a more holistic solution

as opposed to one that amounts to making security more personable and

visible.  Though the government has shown signs of moving away from

the traditional ways of doing things, pilots such as this prove there is still

work to be done.
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